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This journal is dedicated to both the explanation of paranormal phenomena within the 

context of physics and extending the science of physics into other areas of study that are 
normally considered beyond the scope of physics. This journal will offer a forum where 
refereed papers can be presented without prior prejudice toward either their content or 
subject matter. The material presented will span all levels of knowledge. Knowledge 

cannot be reserved for those who are highly educated, but is the right of all who search it 
out. It is hoped that this journal will prove interesting to the self-educated reader as well 
as the professional scientist. The ideas and content of the articles will be stressed rather 

than the "scholarly" language of presentation, as long as the proper norms of presentation 
are preserved. The journal will also offer a forum where issues concerning the conceptual 
bases of physics and the validity of advance in the science of physics into the paranormal 

and elsewhere can be openly discussed. As an electronic journal, the editors have far 
more latitude for the presentation of ideas than would normally occur in a hardcopy 

journal and this latitude will be utilized whenever necessary. The format of this journal 
will surely change in the first few issues, but the philosophy behind its publication will 

not change. 

 
 

What is PARAPHYSICS?            Paraphysics LINKS          What is the YGGDRASIL? 

International Society of Paraphysics 
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CURRENT CONTENTS 

9-11 and Counting  
The Attack on Science and Human Consciousness 

An Editorial!  
By James Beichler 

The tragedy of 9-11 affected all of the peoples of the Earth, not just the American 
populace. Politicians have portrayed the events as the result of rampant evil, but the 

underlying cause is deeper than any explanation that has yet been offered. 

******* 

Space and Its Dimensions 
By Charles T. Whitmell 

Charles Whitmell was a student of William K. Clifford, who developed the first physical 
model of four-dimensional space in the 1870s. When Clifford died prematurely in 1879, 
he left his theory woefully incomplete. Upon his death, a movement among his peers to 
recapture and save all of those parts of Clifford's work that still survived. Long after his 
death, Clifford's theory, although incomplete, still commanded a wide following. Many 

of his followers and students tried to publicize Clifford's researches to dispel the growing 
number of misconceptions regarding the possibility of a fourth dimension to our common 

space that had evolved without Clifford’s keen insight to lead them. Whitmell's 1892 
presentation falls in this category. 

******* 

A Table Tilting Collection 
By William T. Stoney 

Table tilting is one of the oldest known psychokinetic effects. The phenomenon dates at 
least to the middle nineteenth century. This short annotated bibliography describes a few 

modern resources on table tilting as well as a few of the older classic resources. 

******* 

The SOFT Nucleus 
By James E. Beichler 

All previous attempts to develop a complete theory of the atomic nucleus have failed. 
Instead, science has been saddled with two mutually incompatible theories, each of which 
explains different aspects of the nucleus. However, by using a five-dimensional model of 

space-time as presented by SOFT, a new theory of the nucleus that offers a complete 
description of the nucleus in now emerging.  
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THE PARAPHYSICS DISCUSSION FORUM 
for Volume II, Issue 3 

The "Paraphysics Discussion Forum" provides a platform for readers to debate issues and topics 
relevant to modern thought in science. All readers are invited to join the discussion by sending their 
responses to the editor of this journal. Depending on the amount of response to these questions and 

topics, readers' opinions will be posted in coming issues of the Yggdrasil. If you send a response to the 
editor, please note whether you wish your name to be published or whether you wish your response 

to appear anonymously. The privacy of readers and correspondents will be respected. 

QUESTION #1 

What is the present moment of time? 

QUESTION #2 

If western science and society do not accept psi phenomena as real, why is the 
practice of psi so prevalent 

in movies, television and the popular press? 
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Pre-publication copies of upcoming articles will be made available to anyone who wishes 
to referee them. Anyone wishing to act as a referee for these or any other paper can 

obtain a pre-publication copy of the papers by sending an e-mail request to the editor at 
"jebco1st@aol.com." Comments on the pre-publication copy should be sent to the editor 
at the same address. These comments will be collected and forwarded to the author for 
final corrections before publication. Once an article has been published, it will not be 

changed so that final copies of the journal can be published. Referees will be expected to 
supply appropriate information to demonstrate some expertise in the subject of the pre-
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publication paper. Otherwise, anyone can referee any paper for which a pre-publication 
summary has appeared. The extent to which comments are considered valid by the 

editorial staff will depend upon any referee's demonstrated knowledge in the subject area, 
as determined by the editorial staff. All pre-publication comments will be held in the 

strictest confidence. All comments are welcome! 

 

REQUEST FOR REFEREES AND EDITORS 

 

Anyone who wishes to act as a referee or editor on a more permanent basis is cordially invited to 
contact the editor. The early success of this journal will depend on those who are interested enough 

to help make it a success. 

CALL FOR PAPERS 

Anyone wishing to publish an article dealing with any aspect of paraphysics should contact the 
editor. Do not send complete papers for consideration unless requested to do so. Please send a 

message describing your paper and/or a short summary with a return address. All general comments 
and suggestions concerning the journal, as well as messages regarding the submission of papers, 

should be sent by e-mail to "jebco1st@aol.com." 

THE OPEN FORUM 

After an article has been published, anyone who wishes to comment on the article is invited do so. 
These comments will appear in an open forum in later issues with rebuttals or further explanations 

by the author and editors as deemed necessary. All responses to published articles are welcome. True 
progress in science comes only after the larger community of scientists and other interested parties 

understands new concepts, and the open discussion of new concepts is an important part of that 
understanding process. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 

Access to the journal over the Internet/WWW is free. It is not necessary to pre-register for a 
subscription. However, it is requested that you register for a subscription if you plan to read the 
journal on a regular basis. If we know who is subscribing, we can better serve those interested in 

paraphysics. Subscription forms will be made available at a later date. 

 

Updated 13 November 2001 
Copyright ©2001 

 
For more information contact Jim Beichler at 

jebco1st@aol.com 
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